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Olympic sport and physical activity promotion: The rise and fall of the London 2012 pre-event mass participation 'legacy'
Paul Bretherton*, Joe Piggin & Guillaume Bodet
School of Sport, Exercise and Health Sciences, Loughborough University

The legacies of Sport Mega Events (SMEs) such as the Olympic Games are increasingly regarded as significant opportunities to increase sport and physical activity (PA) participation. Major sport/PA legacy objectives may even be pursued before the event takes place. This paper examines a specific pre-event sport/PA policy target of the London 2012 Olympic Games: the aim of increasing overall participation by two million between June 2008 and the Games in 2012 (a target which was abandoned in 2011).

Within a governmentality analytical framework, this research examined how London 2012's pre-event sport/PA participation legacy targets were constructed by organisations responsible for their delivery. Three specific themes are discussed: the inconsistency between how sport/PA participation was constructed in terms of both 'risk' and 'reward' by different organisations; the reliance upon intangible concepts such as 'inspiration' and the status of the Olympic Games to increase participation; and the rationales given for the subsequent abandonment of the pre-event PA participation targets in 2011.

The abandonment of the pre-Games participation targets holds two overarching policy implications for future SME host governments and organisers. First, host governments cannot rely on the unique status or 'inspiration' of the Games alone to increase participation and must pursue this more proactively. Second, the ultimate failure of these policies should not be attributed exclusively to their intrinsic limitations, but also to a range of external environmental factors. Pre-event SME legacies must therefore be planned with sufficient awareness of the social and political contexts in which the event takes place.
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For the UK Government, the "first priority" of the London 2012 Olympic Games was "to make the UK a world-leading sporting nation" (DCMS, 2008, p. 3). Seeking to capitalise upon the 'inspiration' of the Games in the years leading up to the event, the UK public were encouraged to become "increasingly active, with a goal of seeing two million people more active by 2012" (DCMS 2008, p. 3). Within this overall pre-event target of two million, one million more people were to begin participating in sport and another million were to take up
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PA by 2012. These aims were ambitious. Had the target of one million more people taking up sport by 2012 been met, it would have represented a 15% increase in participation following two decades without progress (Bullough 2012).

Despite the optimism with which these targets were announced, three years of limited progress saw the UK Government acknowledge their abandonment by 2011 (Weed 2013; Kelso 2011). Several months before the Games began, a new sport participation legacy strategy was published with a narrowed focus upon youth participation (DCMS 2012). On one level, this shift of emphasis represented a quantifiable failure of an Olympic host government attempt to fulfil a published pre-event legacy objective. More broadly, this policy change must be understood within a broader context that witnessed both economic instability and a change of UK Government in May 2010. This fluid political environment saw extensive debates around sport policy issues such as funding for School Sport Partnerships (SSPs) and a perceived UK Government shift towards "sport for sport's sake" (Devine 2013, p. 257) instead of mass participation sport.

Since 2012, sport has been further prioritised as a vehicle for increasing PA and public health, as demonstrated by Sport England's Get Healthy Get Active funding stream as well as a change in government policy emphasis from the measurement of participation to that of physical and mental health alongside individual, community and economic development (UK Government 2015). Although further measurement and evaluation will be required to determine if these approaches - and the participation legacy of London 2012 - ultimately prove successful, the abandonment of the DCMS's pre-event participation legacy targets merits specific attention. With aspiring Olympic hosts increasingly required to demonstrate how the event will bring about long term social benefits (Fussey et al. 2011), the abandonment of these pre-event participation targets has important implications for future SME hosts.
The current research aimed to understand more about how the proposed London 2012 sport/PA participation legacy was constructed and adjusted by key policy actors between 2003, when the UK Government confirmed that London would bid for the 2012 Games, and 2012, when the event took place. This is not to say that the year 2012 represented the end of policy attempts to realise a sport/PA participation legacy from London 2012, but that this research focuses specifically on both the rhetoric of the bidding stage and the pre-event sport/PA targets published in 2008. Drawing upon a governmentality analytical framework (Foucault 1994), policy material published by four organisations (UK Government, Greater London Authority, Sport England, London 2012 Bid Team/LOCOG) was analysed in order to better understand the challenges that domestic sport/PA policy must overcome in seeking to better implement pre-event social legacies around SMEs.

**Olympic legacies**

Research on SME and Olympic legacies has increased as the concept has become more formalised over time (Lepokey & Parent 2012a; Cashman 1999). Notable trends include the consideration of tangible/intangible, hard/soft and physical/spiritual legacies as well as broader legacy areas such as transport, infrastructure, volunteering, employment, sport policy and sport participation (Chappelet 2012). The Olympic Games in particular has been associated with the notion of long term benefit from its modern revival onwards, but in recent years these benefits have “evolved from general benefits and impacts of the Games to sustainable long-term legacies, which have been strategically planned from the time of the bid” (Leopkey & Parent 2012a, p. 938).

This reference to intended legacy 'benefits' is important, as it is in these positive terms that Olympic legacies are primarily articulated by organisers and host governments. For example, Gratton and Preuss (2008) identify how Olympic legacies may be understood as
positive or negative, planned or unplanned and tangible or intangible. Beyond the recognition that legacy is not inherently positive, the possibility that legacies may be unplanned or intangible also illustrates the social complexity faced by policymakers who may seek to use the Games to bring about desirable changes in the host nation. As the scope and formality of potential Olympic legacies have increased over time, these legacies have also been shown to be increasingly shaped by discursive construction (MacAlloon 2008). Furthermore, Agha, Fairley and Gibson (2011) describe how the fact that an Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (OCOG) disbands within two years of the event gives rise to “a series of broad legacy claims” (p. 126) that are further complicated by the multitude of different organisations involved in the event's delivery (Chappelet & Kübler-Mabbott 2008).

A milestone event in the development of Olympic legacy planning was the 2002 amendment of the Olympic Charter to include the statement that one of the IOC's official roles is “to promote a positive legacy from the Olympic Games to the host cities and host countries” (IOC 2013a, p. 17). Fussey et al. (2011) describe how recent Games of the 21st century have seen the IOC set OCOGs the requirement to "adopt more environmentally and socially responsible approaches to planning" (p. 29) for the Games, which has seen heightened importance attached to considerations of legacy and regeneration in evaluations of the Games. The IOC (2013b) present these 'social responsibilities' in five thematic categories: 'cultural/social/political', 'environmental', 'economic', 'urban' and 'sporting', and although each OCOG must consider all five within its planning and delivery of the Games, it was the 'sporting' legacy of London 2012 that was described as "first among equals' in the minds of the IOC, LOCOG, the government and the UK media" (Weed 2013, p. 95). Within this overall sporting legacy, London 2012's pre-event sport/PA participation targets represented a clear example of a contemporary Olympic legacy policy in terms of both their proactive
timescale and as a proclaimed attempt to use the event to positively influence individual behaviour.

There is a clear link between the positive phrasing which accompanies host governments' and policy-makers' claims about the overall legacy of the event and the specific area of sporting legacies and sport more broadly. For Kay (2012), the underlying commitment of the Olympic Games to social change manifests itself in how it is "captured in the notion of legacy", which is in turn based upon a "powerful advocacy" (Kay 2012, p. 899) of sport's inherent social potential. These positive assumptions are evident in academia (e.g. Smith & Westerbeek 2007) as well as contemporary UK sport policy. For example, Grix and Carmichael's (2012) conceptualisation of a 'virtuous cycle of sport' articulates how elite success, increased participation and the widening of a national 'talent pool' are suggested to work together in cyclical fashion. But despite the enthusiasm with which sport's social potential may be advocated, there remains a lack of consistency in how it can be defined and understood. For example, Grix and Carmichael (2012) note that UK Government policy discourse "does not always clearly distinguish between participation in 'PA' or a more formal 'sport'" (p. 84), and such a lack of clarity can make it difficult to understand precisely which form of activity is being referred to in public statements that may conflate sport and PA in both competitive and non-competitive settings, as well as their intended implications for health.

The sport and PA participation legacy of London 2012

London 2012's legacy visions sought distinction "from both previous editions of the Games and from its bid competitors" (Weed 2013, p. 87). Within this overall vision, London 2012's unprecedented commitments to health promotion (Commission for a Sustainable London 2012 2011) were a central component. In relation to the DCMS's (2008) pre-event
mass participation targets, the announcement of these objectives highlighted the "general health benefits" (p. 22) of completing five 30-minute sessions of PA per week, thus setting out the presumed positive correlation between this level of sport/PA participation and health promotion. However, before the publication of London 2012's pre-event participation targets, research on previous editions of the Olympic Games had demonstrated only a negligible increase in adult participation both in the host nation (Tsouros, Stergachi & Barbeschi *et al.* 2007, Veal 2003, Bauman, Ford & Armstrong 2001) and in other countries (Hindson, Gidlow & Peebles 1994) following the event. These conclusions are consistent with the results of several reviews of the evidence base for the effect of major sporting events upon sport/PA participation (Mahtani *et al.* 2013, McCartney *et al.* 2010, Weed *et al.* 2009, Murphy & Bauman 2007).

This evidence does not necessarily prove that any attempt to increase participation using the Games is impossible (McCartney *et al.* 2010, Weed *et al.* 2009), but there are a range of factors that make both achieving and measuring (Wellings *et al.* 2011) a participation increase particularly problematic. For example, there is no evidence that the staging of the event alone is sufficient to inspire a 'trickle down' or 'demonstration' effect that encourages participation automatically (Weiler & Stamatakis 2010), and legacy planners must also recognise that efforts to capitalise upon the presumed inspiration of the Games require the systematic cooperation of numerous domestic sport organisations (Coalter 2004) and effective leadership at local level (Charlton 2010). For Girginov and Hills (2008), the UK Government's attempt to use London 2012 to increase sport/PA participation represented "the most ambitious project in the history of the Olympic Games" given both its scope and its task in addressing "not only people's behaviour but also deeply rooted social structures" (p. 2092). Weed *et al.* (2012) advise that because of the need for a sport/PA participation legacy to be brought about proactively - given concerns around a demonstration effect in relation to the
least active adults - policymakers would be best advised to emphasise participation in PA ahead of sport, such as by generating a festival effect around the Games that emphasises its reach beyond sport alone and into local communities.

Beyond these technical issues, the need to address certain social structures and relations also depends upon wider political dynamics. For Murphy and Bauman (2007), the successful use of SMEs to increase mass participation depends upon successful cooperation between the health and sport sectors - who can potentially find themselves in direct competition with one another (Weiler & Stamatakis 2010). Furthermore, the role of social and political factors in shaping the sport/PA participation legacy of London 2012 is noted by Girginov and Hills (2009), for whom Olympic legacy features "contested and complex aspects" that may be "defined and operationalised according to multiple interests and objectives" (p. 165). These accounts of how Olympic legacies must be understood within broader political processes are consistent with both the growth of sport as a public policy concern (Green & Houlihan 2006) and the increasing social responsibilities expected of Olympic hosts (Fussey et al. 2011). With this understanding of Olympic legacy established, this research's theoretical perspective is presented next.

**Research approach: Governmentality perspective**

This research is guided by Foucault's (1994) conceptualisation of governmentality. For Foucault, governmentality could be understood as:

The ensemble formed by the institutions, procedures, analyses, and reflections, the calculations and tactics that allow the exercise of this very specific albeit complex form of power, which has as its target population, as its principal form of knowledge political economy, and as its essential technical means apparatuses of security (p. 219).
In the second and third parts of this definition, Foucault describes how in the West, a form of power known as 'government' has gradually gained pre-eminence, leading to "a whole series of specific governmental apparatuses" and "a whole complex of knowledges" (p. 220), a process that can be traced to the "state of justice of the Middle Ages" (p. 220). Here it is worth noting Markula and Pringle's (2006) observation that significant parallels can be drawn between Foucault's original work and contemporary sport and exercise - despite Foucault not addressing these areas directly. This research uses Foucault's original work as a starting point but focuses primarily upon more recent sources that have both advanced the concept of governmentality and applied it in the contexts of modern sport/PA policy.

A governmentality analytical approach examines the way that power is shared among "a whole variety of authorities" that "govern in different sites, in relation to different objectives" (Rose, O'Malley & Valverde 2006, p. 85) and is never absolute or exclusive. For Dean (1999), government refers to "any more or less calculated and rational activity" and can be performed by "a multiplicity of authorities and agencies" that may use "a variety of techniques and forms of knowledge" in order to shape conduct (p. 18). Dean's articulation is directly applicable to the London 2012 sport/PA participation legacy, which represents a explicit attempt to influence individual behaviour that is coordinated by a range of different public (and private) organisations. This author's reference to 'shaping conduct' also resonates with the way that governmentality research is typically applied to 'neoliberal' societies in which conduct cannot be controlled explicitly. On this note it has been levelled that "neoliberalism has been "increasingly used in a pejorative sense as dismissive shorthand by critics" (Heynen et al. 2007, p. 3) - to which Ferguson (2009) argues that "if we can go beyond seeing in "neoliberalism" an evil essence or an automatic unity" it is possible to "see a field of specific governmental techniques" (p. 183) that may be used more constructively by researchers. This research approaches and deploys governmentality in line with both Dean
(1999) and Ferguson (2009), taking the view that, although ideologically-driven, 'governing' represents a set of techniques or tactics that can be performed or resisted by multiple entities as opposed to the inherently dystopian or 'evil' essence described by Heynen et al. (2007).

For Osborne (1997), "governments can at best provide the conditions" to encourage people to adopt healthy lifestyles but "cannot guarantee health as such" (p. 179). This impossibility of 'guaranteeing' health is consistent with more recent accounts of 'steering' (Vallentin and Murillo 2011) or 'nudging' individuals towards desired behaviours (Vallgårda 2012), that cannot be explicitly coerced. As shown by McDermott (2007), one example of how individual behaviour may be shaped in relation to health is through the use of 'risk discourses' in which "physical inactivity and obesity are understood as due to an individual's inability to make the "right" choices to commit to a healthy lifestyle" and therefore function as "moral technologies" that help to guide individual conduct (p. 318). The specific case of sport/PA participation represents one area of public health promotion to which these observations can also be applied.

Where sport/PA policy is concerned, recent decades have seen national governments significantly increase their interest (Green and Houlihan 2006) and investment (Grix 2015) in sport - an increase that has seen the governance of sport undergo significant changes. For Green and Houlihan (2006), a governmentality perspective offers ways of moving beyond the "straightforward assumptions" (p. 67) upon which many policy analyses have been based and enables better analysis of processes such as autonomisation and responsibilisation in the context of national sport organisations. Similarly, Grix (2015) describes how while sport studies have been relatively slow to draw upon the "mature debates" (p. 24) of political sciences, approaches such as the 'governance narrative' - which shifts focus from 'big government' to more indirect processes of governing through networks, partnerships and devolution - and governmentality, which encourages both "individual and institutional
conduct which is consistent with government objectives (p. 126). Along these lines, Piggin, Jackson and Lewis (2009) used a governmentality approach to establish "how certain governing ideas within sport and recreation policy are formulated" such as encouraging PA participation and "promoting ideas about the value of elite sporting success" (2009, p. 89). In terms of the Olympic Games specifically, Chatziefstathiou and Henry (2009) assert that Olympism "operates as a source of governmentality" and represents "an overt philosophy of behaviour" that provides values, principles and behaviours that holds legitimacy from micro to macro levels of society (p. 4).

These examples bear out the distinction between 'government' - the official structures which set formal policy - and 'governing'/governmentality' - which refers to a more abstract set of 'tactics' (Foucault 1994) and 'techniques' (Ferguson 2009; Dean 1999) that may be used to shape individual conduct in relation to wider objectives. A governmentality perspective is particularly suitable for the present study as it enables a more sophisticated of government targets that concern an area of population management that is inherently uncontrollable and demands the use of more indirect forms of governance. Furthermore, the increased political use of sport by governments (Grix 2015; Green & Houlihan 2006) along with the specific values and behaviours advocated by the Olympic Games (Chatziefstathiou & Henry 2009) demonstrates how the London 2012 sport/PA participation legacy represents an ideal site to approach with the broader complexity offered by a governmentality perspective.

Methods

This research aimed to understand more about how the proposed London 2012 pre-event sport/PA participation legacy objectives were constructed by selected policy actors between the UK's official decision to bid for the 2012 Games in 2003 and the staging of the event in 2012. The focus was therefore not upon the sport/PA legacy policy of the Games as a
whole, which has continued to develop since 2012 and as a post-event Olympic legacy may require at least 15 years to be accurately measured (Gratton & Preuss 2008). Specifically, the emphasis of this study was upon policy content pertaining to the pre-event sport/PA participation targets - encompassing both the broader claims published in the bidding stage and the specific pre-event sport/PA participation legacy policies that were published following London's selection as host in 2005.

As documentary content allows access to political processes that would otherwise be inaccessible (Harrison 2001), this research analysed policy documents and media articulations of certain policy developments produced by selected organisations between 2003 and 2012. The increasing number of organisations involved in the delivery of the Games (Chappelet & Kübler-Mabbott 2008) further emphasises the practical need to limit the organisations selected for analysis, and data collection therefore focussed upon policy published by four state organisations: the UK Government's Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), the Department for Health (DH), Sport England and the Greater London Authority (GLA) along with the London 2012 Bid Team/LOCOG. The emphasis upon state organisations is attributable to the fact that host governments are chiefly responsible for Olympic legacy planning. LOCOG was also selected on the basis that "the legal form of an OCOG is increasingly becoming that of a government agency" (Chappelet & Kübler-Mabbott 2008, p. 91). The selection of documents was restricted to policy documents authored exclusively by the organisations named in this section. For example, although the official DCMS meta-evaluation of the Games features extensive work upon the sport/PA legacy of the Games, its authors acknowledge that no guarantees can be made regarding the 'accuracy' or 'completeness' (DCMS 2011) of the contributions made to this work by external organisations.
Although the selection of specific organisations may risk ignoring important policy articulations from others, the advantage of focussing upon the five listed here was that it better enabled the researchers to identify contradictions and inconsistencies in material produced by the same organisation(s) over an extended period of time. In choosing relevant organisations, emphasis was placed upon state organisations that held a national level responsibility for the design and delivery of the legacy of the Games. International bodies such as the IOC and regional organisations such as the Nations and Regions Group were therefore not considered. Focus was also restricted to policy around the Olympic Games and mass sport/PA participation - thus excluding that concerning the Paralympic Games and the legacy for disability sport, primarily owing to the scope of the study and the extra debates and issues that would be entailed. As the UK Government's size demanded that only certain departments were used for analysis, departments were selected on the basis of their contribution to the published sport and activity participation legacy targets of London 2012. Despite the change of UK government in 2010, this research treats the UK Government as one consistent entity as the foremost concern was its role as an Olympic host government as opposed to any comparison between different UK administrations.

The one exception to the above criteria was the Greater London Authority's (2009) *A Sporting Future for London*, as London's high population distinguishes its role in promoting sport in London from those of other local organisations. With these criteria established, specific documents were selected purposively (Silverman 2010), on the basis that they either concerned the sport and activity participation legacy specifically, or – more commonly – covered this as one of several strands of the event's legacy as a whole – either in terms of its initial proposal, planning or adjustment (such as those made following the change of Government in 2010). Also included was the UK Government's 2011 *Public Health*
From these sources, 16 policy documents with a total combined length of 642 pages were analysed. These documents provided official accounts of the various stages of the sport/PA participation legacy's proposal, planning and delivery within the broader context of the event's legacy as a whole. Additionally, extra sources were collected that pertained to four significant events in the development of the sport/PA legacy that were not completely covered in official documents: the first official announcement of London's intention to bid for the Games in 2003, its selection as host city for the 2012 Games in 2005, the 2010 announcement of Places People Play and the 2011 admission that the pre-event sport/PA participation targets had been abandoned. In order to address these gaps, a further 30 pages of data were collected, which took the form of speeches and media articulations of specific policy developments. The overall dataset consisted of 22 different sources which contained a total of 672 pages of content. A full timeline of the key events in the development of the sport/PA participation legacy and the documents used for analysis is provided in Table 1.

Analysis of the selected documents followed Braun and Clarke's (2006) six phases of thematic analysis (familiarisation with data, generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining and naming themes, producing the report), but with one modification. This concerned the initial reading of the documents, where one preliminary stage was added in order to establish whether content related to sport and activity participation legacy - with unrelated content being disregarded. This was particularly necessary in the analysis of documents that covered every aspect of the event's legacy, which were defined by the DCMS (2008) as including "making the UK a world-leading sporting nation", "transforming the heart of East London", "inspiring a new generation of young people", "making the Olympic Park a blueprint for sustainable living" and "demonstrating
that the UK is a creative, inclusive and welcoming place to live in, visit and for business” (p. 1). Within these legacy areas, the sport/PA participation legacy was detailed underneath the first 'promise' (to make the UK a 'world-leading sporting nation'), which in turn was divided into three headline ambitions: "inspiring young people through sport", "getting people more active" and "elite achievement" (DCMS, 2008, p. 6). Furthermore, it is worth clarifying that the term 'sport/PA participation legacy' as used in the present document does not refer to "elite achievement" - as the focus of the study was upon mass participation sport and discretionary/leisure PA. Material pertaining to elite sport was therefore disregarded.

(Table 1)

Findings and analysis

Constructions of sport/PA and their relationship with health

Across the documents examined, there was significant inconsistency in how 'sport' and 'PA' participation were constructed in terms of their intended effects upon public health and wider society. On a definitional level, some sources claimed a clear distinction between sport and PA (Sport England, 2008) while others acknowledged that "on the ground the division is far more blurred" (GLA 2009, p. 9). Beyond these terminological issues, sport's social value was articulated in varying ways. For example, the DCMS (2008) emphasised the risks of failing to use the Games to promote PA participation:

By 2050 60% of men and 40% of women could be clinically obese, if we do nothing. The London 2012 Games are our best chance in a generation to encourage people to be more physically active and to give them the opportunities they need to do so (DCMS 2008 p. 22).
This warning is consistent with the empirical evidence that no previous Olympic Games has been proven to have caused a permanent increase in PA participation (Tsouros, Stergachi & Barbeschi et al. 2007, Veal 2003, Bauman et al. 2001). The use of statistics to emphasise the importance of using London 2012 to succeed where its predecessors could not resonates with accounts of how 'tactics and calculations' (Foucault 1994) and 'techniques' and 'forms of knowledge' (Rose et al. 2006) contribute towards the process of governing and shaping individual conduct. In this case, ostensibly scientific predictions around obesity rates based on current statistics are set against the one-off nature of the Games in order to emphasise the vital effort required to increase PA. This logic also resonates with the notion of 'risk discourses' (McDermott 2007) which function in (neo-liberal) societies where populations are understood in relation to "discourses of responsibilisation, choice and self-governance" and issues such as individual health/obesity are therefore linked to the inability of individuals "to commit to a healthy lifestyle". A 'risk discourse' therefore acts as a "moral technology" through which "regulatory practices seeking to shape and guide people's conduct are deployed" (2007, p. 318). A similar logic can be seen in the present example, as the DCMS's rationale is primarily phrased in indirect terms such as 'providing opportunities' and 'encouraging' increased participation. Despite these parallels with McDermott's (2007) understanding of how 'risk discourses' may be used in the promotion of healthy lifestyles, the specific context of the London 2012 Olympic legacy features a number of additional factors that must be considered in relation to the dynamics of sport/PA and health. These include the link between these issues of individual responsibility and the one-off nature of the Games (DCMS 2008), as well as the proclaimed broader benefits of sport/PA, such as the assertion that PA participation "boosts concentration and feeds through directly into improved academic performance" (DCMS, 2010, p. 2).
This focus upon the 'risks' or negative consequences of failing to promote sport/PA was not the only way in which the unique opportunity offered by London 2012 was articulated. Other sources approached the issue in more positive terms, emphasising the broader positive consequences of sport/PA instead:

Sport can act as a great leveller – allowing people from all backgrounds to come together and join in positive activity. It can help our young people stay healthy, and it can help tackle issues such as obesity, academic underachievement and crime (Johnson, cited GLA 2009, p. 5).

This paean to sport, authored by then Mayor of London Boris Johnson, echoed Sport England's (2008) assertion that "sport can and does play a major role in achieving wider social and economic benefits - notably on the health front" (p. 1). While these positive views of sport are long-established (e.g. Smith and Westerbeek 2007), this emphasis upon the rewards of sport/PA participation contrasts with the warnings of the 'risks' of failing to participate examined above. Just as a 'risk discourse' can be used as one indirect means of promoting health (via sport/PA), these articulations of the potential incentives of sport/PA participation suggest that a parallel 'reward discourse' could be argued to function similarly. These policy emphases upon 'risk' and 'reward' are comparable in how both can be understood as indirect attempts to 'steer' (Vallentin & Murillo 2011) individuals towards desired behaviours that cannot be brought about by direct coercion. Beyond this similarity, the more optimistic emphasis upon potential rewards or benefits of sport/PA participation could be linked to the unique status of sport - and indeed the Olympic Games - in relation to broader goals such as community development (Grix & Carmichael 2012) and social integration (Smith & Westerbeek 2007).
Three features of the evidence examined in this section can be seen as factors which may have facilitated the use of indirect governmental techniques such as 'risk' and 'reward' discourses. First, the inherent difficulties faced by governments in trying to promote health (Osborne 1997) - in this case via sport/PA participation - and sport/PA participation (e.g. Grix & Carmichael 2012; Weed et al. 2012) represent significant challenges. Second, the increased planning and social responsibilities demanded of Olympic legacy planning (e.g. Leopkey & Parent 2012a; Fussey et al. 2011) are consistent with how the claims examined in this section moved beyond the proclaimed benefits of sport/PA alone and extended into other areas such as education and crime. Third, the deployment of the indirect governmental techniques described here can be seen more broadly as symptomatic of sport's growth into a major public policy concern (Grix 2015; Green & Houlihan 2006). Overall, this illustration of how both the 'risks' and 'rewards' of sport/PA participation were emphasised in policy relating to London 2012's pre-event participation targets demonstrates how Olympic legacies are both long term exercises in social responsibility (Fussey et al. 2011) and social constructions that can be continually reshaped and contested. In terms of sport/PA participation legacy targets and PA policy in general, the chief implication of this evidence is that appreciating the social complexity of precisely what constitutes sport or PA - and the ultimate effects of these constructs upon 'health' - is a clear requirement for Olympic legacy planners and sport/PA policymakers.

'Inspiration': The unique nature of the Olympic Games

Although certain features of UK state policy around the legacy of London 2012 can be understood in relation to longer term trends regarding sport/PA's status in contemporary politics, others were more explicitly connected to the specific context represented by the Olympic Games. The perceived special status of the event was most readily apparent in the
intangible notion of 'inspiration' and became heavily linked to the proposed sport/PA participation legacy following Lord Coe's speech to the IOC before the final vote in Singapore:

We can no longer take it for granted that young people will choose sport. Some may lack the facilities. Or the coaches and role models to teach them. Others, in an age of 24-hour entertainment and instant fame, may simply lack the desire. We are determined that a London Games will address that challenge. So London's vision is to reach young people all around the world. To connect them with the inspirational power of the Games. So they are inspired to choose sport (Coe 2005, para. 36-40).

Coe's vision implies that factors in increasing participation such as coaches and role models are best provided by the Olympic Games. This assumption resonates with Chatziefstathiou and Henry's (2009) account of Olympism's historical capacity to define itself as "the reference point for what constitutes sport" (p. 24-5). Coe's emphasis upon the 'inspirational power' of the Olympics in relation to young people was soon echoed in UK Government policy. In its official legacy plans, the DCMS proclaimed that the Games would "inspire every person, young and old, to take part in a range of sporting activities and to lead healthier, more active lives" (p. 19) while in 2010 Coe himself announced Places People Play with the statement that it would "harness the inspirational power of the Games to promote sport and leave a lasting legacy of facilities" (Coe, cited in Slater 2010, para. 27). These examples illustrate how early references to the unique 'inspiration' and 'power' of the Games evolved into formal statements about how the event could bring about a mass sport/PA participation legacy despite substantial evidence to the contrary (e.g. McCartney et al. 2009; Weed et al. 2008).
This inconsistency between the apparent reliance upon the 'inspiration' and 'power' of the Olympic Games in official legacy policies and the practical challenge of increasing participation points to a deeper contradiction. On the surface, 'inspiration' resonates with the broad view that hosting sport events can generate "civic pride, self-confidence, or a festival atmosphere" (Burgan & Mules 1992, p. 709); three intangible constructs that are difficult to prove (or disprove). However, the specific use of 'inspiration' in relation to the London 2012 sport/PA participation legacy can be linked to more complex assumptions upon which the Olympics are based. Central to these assumptions is the concept of Olympism, which has been described as a "philosophy of behaviour" or "set of values" accepted across the global context of world sport that may also be internalised at individual level (Chatziefstathiou & Henry 2009, p. 4). This understanding of the Olympic Games both helps to explain the unique status they enjoy in contemporary sport and underpins the references to 'inspiration' in relation to sport/PA participation examined above. In terms of the broader workings of governmental tactics (Foucault 1994), this example demonstrates how the use of 'inspiration' represented a specific means for UK policy to link the global status of the Olympics to a set of established assumptions regarding individual conduct in relation to sport and physical culture.

From the bidding stage onwards, the inherent 'inspiration' and 'power' of sport and the Olympic Games were also deployed enthusiastically in relation to broader social objectives than sport and PA participation alone:

Throughout our country there is an appreciation that the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games are a power for good. For London 2012, that power for good will be the most powerful catalyst imaginable for the regeneration of one of our most underdeveloped areas. It will accelerate the most extensive transformation seen in London for more than a century. Tens of thousands of
lives will be improved by new jobs and sustainable new housing, new sports venues and other facilities (London 2012 Bid Company 2004, p. 1).

These sentiments were echoed after London had been selected as host, with the innate 'inspiration' of the Games further linked to social objectives relating to obesity, health and crime (GLA, 2009). These claims are consistent with the ways in which the sport/PA participation legacy was articulated in relation to the unique status of the Games, as in both cases the underpinning assumption is that the Olympics are capable of stimulating broad social changes that could not be achieved otherwise - which echoes MacAlloon's (2008) description of the "magical properties of today's highly fetishized legacy talk in Olympic circles" (p. 2069). As much as elite sport success may be argued to increase participation and public health (Grix & Carmichael 2012), the statements examined in this section demonstrate that the Olympics have an additional moral dimension that allows policymakers to emphasise its potential for social benefits that extend beyond sport. Along with the long-established assumptions around Olympism and sport (Chatziefstathiou & Henry 2009), these statements about the event's special social status show how the repeated references to the 'inspiration' of the event in official legacy policy represented a specific governmental technique (Rose et al. 2006) that fitted congruently with both the stricter Olympic legacy requirements (Fussey et al. 2011) and the increasing importance of sport in government policy (Green and Houlihan, 2006).

Abandonment of pre-event participation targets

In March 2011, the UK Government admitted that the pre-event sport participation targets published by the DCMS (2008) were to be abandoned following three years of negligible progress (Gibson 2011). This acknowledgement followed reports in May 2010 that the target of one million more people participating in PA had been "quietly dropped" (Weed
The following year, a "new approach" to the Olympic sport/PA participation legacy was published, which emphasised "reaching out to young people more effectively" (Hunt, cited in DCMS 2012, p. 1) instead of increasing mass participation. Given the ambitious rhetoric of both the bidding stage and the DCMS' formal announcement of its pre-event participation targets, this policy shift represents a crucial event in the development of the legacy of London 2012.

Following the 2010 UK general election, the Labour government that had overseen the first seven years of bidding and planning for the 2012 Games was replaced by a Conservative-led coalition. Against a backdrop of national and global economic instability, the coalition government sought to justify widespread reductions in public spending in relation to the preceding Labour government's perceived fiscal irresponsibility (e.g. Landale 2013). Although these debates extended well beyond sport and the Olympic Games, the justification of coalition policy in relation to mistakes made previously by Labour - as well as the coalition's broader effort to distinguish itself from its predecessor's more target-driven approach to policy (Weed 2013) - were also evident in the abandonment and replacement of the 2008 pre-event sport/PA participation targets.

For example, the issue of how 'legacy' itself should be measured was strongly disputed. The DCMS's (2008) pre-event participation targets were announced alongside the claim that legacy includes "not just what happens after the Games, but what we do before and during them" (p. 8). Four years later, new Minister for Sport Hugh Robertson argued otherwise:

2012 is not the end of the story; it's the start of one. For us to think we could start all of this and get it done by 2012 was foolish. Government is to blame for allowing people to believe this was the date by which all this should be
judged. Legacy is what it says on the can. In 2012 we should start the legacy
(Robertson, cited Gibson 2012, para. 7-8).

These competing views are consistent with recent accounts of how no clear consensus exists regarding precisely when legacy should be measured and that the term itself is inherently subjective (Leopkey & Parent 2012b, MacAlloon 2008). For SME hosts with similar political systems to the UK, this lack of clarity regarding legacy measurement has significant implications. Most importantly, the fact that one government can design legacy plans according to a specific timescale only to leave office shortly after their publication is problematic - particularly when the succeeding administration justifies wider policy changes in relation to the perceived failures of its predecessor.

Beyond the specific policy approaches of different UK Governments, rationales for the abandonment and replacement of the sport/PA participation targets also referred more broadly to the late 2000s financial crisis. For example, the central policy change around the sport/PA legacy concerned the decision to focus upon encouraging a 'habit' of sport participation in young people (DCMS 2012). This contradicted the DCMS' (2008) claim that its pre-event participation targets were intended to apply to all demographics, with specific reference made to female participation, the disabled, ethnic minorities, the elderly, and people from "more deprived areas" (p. 23). For then Culture Secretary Jeremy Hunt, this policy shift was unavoidable:

I do think it's reasonable to ask whether, with resources as constrained as they are, if it's an appropriate use of taxpayers' money to be focusing on adult participation when really what we want is to be getting young people into a habit for life (Hunt, cited Gibson 2011, para. 3).
In this instance, the legacy planners responsible for the pre-event sport/PA participation targets were ultimately powerless in trying to ensure their realisation. This 'powerlessness' is consistent with observations about the difficulty of ensuring or 'guaranteeing' health (Vallgårda 2012; Osborne 1997) - which in this case, apply similarly to sport/PA participation. Despite the enthusiasm with which the pre-event sport/PA targets were announced and the discursive tactics (Rose et al. 2006; Foucault 1994) that were deployed in their pursuit, the attribution of their abandonment to the broader economic situation represents a clear warning for future SME hosts and legacy planners.

The ambitious nature of London's attempt to be the first Games to achieve a permanent legacy for sport/PA was also emphasised both before and after the abandonment of the initial pre-event participation targets. In 2009, the DH acknowledged that although no previous Games had brought about a "lasting increase in physical activity", London 2012 would "break new ground in delivering a health legacy" (DH 2009, p. 21). Three years later, then Culture Secretary Jeremy Hunt introduced the Coalition Government's new participation legacy plans with similar reference to the unprecedented nature of what London 2012 was attempting:

The UK has been attempting something that no other host nation has achieved – to harness the power of the Olympics and Paralympics to create a deep and lasting legacy of sports participation in every community...Yet what we've also learnt over the last six years is that there can be no 'plug and play' sporting legacy from the Games (Hunt, cited DCMS 2012a, p. 1).

The broader significance of these statements about the ambitious nature of bringing about a sport/PA participation increase lies in how the challenge of increasing participation depends upon sport/PA policy's ability to work against long-established social structures (Girginov &
Hills 2009) relating to the provision of sport/PA opportunities. Along with the links between the London 2012 legacy and the UK economy explored previously, this challenge provides a further example of how the planning of Olympic legacies must be sensitive to various external factors that may affect their attainment. In this case, the sentiments expressed by Hunt here had already been established in academic literature on SME legacies.

The evidence examined in this section demonstrates that despite the lofty rhetoric with which the DCMS' (2008) pre-event sport/PA participation targets were announced, their ultimate abandonment in 2011 can best be understood in terms of broader social and political factors. Three specific factors have been identified here. First, the change of UK Government in 2010 saw the Labour government that oversaw the design of the first legacy plans replaced by a coalition that sought to justify much of its policy in relation to the alleged financial irresponsibility of its predecessor. Second, this perceived irresponsibility was argued to have mitigated the effects of the late 2000s financial crisis in the UK, enabling key policymakers to rationalise the abandonment of the participation targets on economic grounds. Third, the acknowledgements of the inherent challenge of attempting to bring about the stated participation increase further emphasise the difficulty of using SMEs to attract new people to sport/PA. For future SME hosts, these three factors must all be considered in the design of policies around potential legacies. Given the extensive use of governmental 'tactics' and 'techniques' (Rose et al. 2006; Foucault 1994) geared towards the promotion of the DCMS' (2008) sport/PA participation targets, their ultimate abandonment and replacement has broader implications for how processes of government can be understood. Despite characterisations of (neo-liberal) governmentality as overly negative (Ferguson 2009), this particular example shows how there are circumstances where attempts to manage populations can be frustrated by uncontrollable environmental factors.
Conclusion

This research aimed to understand more about how the pre-event London 2012 sport/PA participation legacy targets were constructed and reconstructed by key policy actors between 2003 and 2012. While this aspect of the event's legacy - and broader UK policy regarding sport/PA and health - have continued to develop since 2012 (e.g. DCMS 2015), this study focussed specifically upon the published intention to bring about a pre-event sport/PA participation increase, which was abandoned in 2011. For future SME hosts and policymakers, it is concluded that two sets of implications can be taken from the ultimate fate of London 2012's pre-event sport/PA participation legacy.

First, if one considers the 'tactics' (Foucault, 1994) or 'forms of knowledge' (Rose et al., 2006) that may be used in pursuit of desired individual conduct, it can be seen that although various rhetorical strategies were deployed in policy around these legacy objectives, they were ultimately ineffective. Of these strategies, two features were most apparent. The first concerned the use of scientific - or 'expert' knowledge to cast the 2012 Games as a vital opportunity to combat the 'risk' (McDermott, 2007) of obesity, alongside statements that placed more emphasis upon the various social benefits which the Games - and indeed sport more broadly - can bring. Second, the inherent 'inspiration' of the Games - premised upon these deeper assumptions around sport (e.g. Smith & Westerbeek, 2007) - was enthusiastically presented as affording the event a special capacity to increase sport/PA participation in addition to addressing numerous wider social issues for the better. As has been suggested previously (e.g. Weed et al. 2012), host governments cannot rely on the event alone to increase or 'inspire' participation. As befits the status of the Games as a "genuine public policy concern" (Chappelet & Kübler-Mabbott 2008, p. 91), social legacies such as sport/PA participation must therefore be pursued much more proactively.
Second, the ultimate abandonment of these pre-event targets and their accompanying policies should not be attributed exclusively to their own limitations, but also to a range of external environmental factors. The subsequent DCMS assertions that the measurement, target population and timescale of the pre-event targets were fundamentally flawed are consistent with claims that Olympic legacy is best viewed as a product of social and political processes that can be seen to evolve over time (Leopkey & Parent 2012b; Girginov & Hills 2009; 2008) as well as (ultimately vindicated) academic warnings of the difficulties of using the Games to increase sport/PA participation (e.g. Coalter 2004, Veal 2003, Bauman et al. 2001). Future Olympic hosts and legacy planners can learn from the fact that these empirical sources were overridden by such dominant 'styles of thought' (Rose et al. 2006) and popular assumptions. However, where previous analyses may have tended towards an overly negative usage of governmentality in relation to neo-liberal societies (Ferguson 2009), the example of policy abandonment examined here demonstrates how the power of governing actors must be set against the competing influences of external and uncontrollable social factors.

As this research focuses specifically upon pre-event legacy policy, these conclusions do not apply to SMEs on a post-event basis. Further research will be required to evaluate the post-event success of the London 2012 sport/PA participation legacy and its implications for other SMEs. Furthermore, the UK's status as a developed country with a Western democratic model of government that fully acknowledges sport's role in public policy (Green & Houlihan 2006) should also be acknowledged. SMEs are increasingly being held in nations that differ markedly; as demonstrated by the hosting of the 2016 Summer Olympic Games by Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and the 2022 FIFA World Cup by Qatar, and future research should be both sensitive to these differences and aware of the value of examining the policy issues addressed by this research in new environments.
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